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Machine-insect interfaces have been studied in detail in the past few decades.
Animal-machine interfaces have been developed in various ways. In our study, we develop a
machine-insect interface wherein an untethered fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster) is tracked to
remotely control a mobile robot. We develop the Active Omni-directional Treadmill (AOT)
model, and integrate into the mobile robot to create the interface between the robot and the fruit
fly. In this system, a fruit fly is allowed to walk on top of a transparent ball. As the fly tries to
walk on the ball, we track the position of the fly using the dark field imaging technique. The
displacement of the fly will be balanced out by a counter-displacement of the transparent ball,
which is actuated by the omni-directional wheels, to keep the fly at the same position on the ball.
Then the mobile robot spatially navigates based on the fly movements. The Robotic Operating
System (ROS) is used to interface between the ball tracker and the mobile robot wirelessly. This
study will help in investigating the fly’s behavior under different situations such as its response to
a physical or virtual stimulus. The future scope of this project will include imaging the brain
activity on the Drosophila as it spatially navigates towards a stimulus.
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CHAPTER1
INTRODUCTION
Insects have known to exhibit complex behaviors [1]. Machine-insect interfaces can be
used to study these behaviors in detail. It also helps in the imaging of the brain activity of these
insects, which in turn will help in understanding insect cognition and neuroscience better.
Machine-animal interfaces have been studied widely in the past few decades. There have
been techniques developed to both study the insect gait patterns and to develop interfaces wherein
insects can control a machine in response to different stimuli. Here, we develop a machine-insect
interface wherein a Drosophila can spatially navigate by controlling a mobile robot. This study
can help in imaging the brain activity of the Drosophila as it navigates spatially using the mobile
robot.
There have been studies on controlling the locomotion of an insect using bioelectrical
interfaces. For instance, Doan and Sato [2] used electrode implants and radio waves to control the
flight of a freely-flying beetle. This study created an insect-machine hybrid system. Similarly,
Bozkurt et al. [3] created a bioelectric implant interface to trigger specific parts of the brain of a
tobacco hawkmoth to control its flight. Son and Ahn [4] created a robot to study the interaction
between an insect and the robot. The study used a stag beetle to get to a target and used fuzzy
logic to create a learning mechanism. This learning mechanism was then used to mimic the
movements of the beetle through a robot. While this is not directly focused on the machine-insect
interface, it helps in learning the behavior and movement patterns of insects. Tsang et al. [5]
experimented in making flexural neural probes to provide stimulation to the brain which can be
used in locomotion controlled experiments. They created the neural probes using a
carbon-nanotube enhanced material that will help in insect-machine interfaces. Ejaz et al. [6]
used the individual cells of the visual system of a tethered Drosophila to create a brain-machine
interface to control a mobile robot. The visual system of the fly is stimulated using a visual
stimulus placed in front of the fly. Bozkurt and his group [7] presented a bioelectric interface
made of micro-fabricated probes placed into insect during the growth cycle. Benvenuto and his
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group [8] proposed a machine-insect interface architecture, where the insect is fixed and can be
used to control drones and mobile robots to navigate through space. They hope that the proposed
idea will be used for space applications to control un-manned spaceships and navigate through
outer space. This can be attributed to the complex navigation skills of insects. Another method to
control a mobile robot using a silkworm moth is used by Atsushi and his group [9]. The study
used the signals obtained from the brain of a tethered silk moth using electrodes to control the
movement of the robot. Akimoto et al. [10] and Tsujita et al. [11] have constructed robots that
have been modeled based on gait patterns in insects. These studies will help in studying the
characteristics of insect strides to create better and efficient robots. Asama [12] reviews the
different methods available to create a cyborg insect wherein the robots and the brains of insects
can be integrated together. Wessnitzer et al. [13] created a machine-insect interface for crickets to
navigate towards a sound source. The interface uses a trackball mechanism onto which the cricket
is tethered, to navigate towards the sound source. Melano [14] developed a machine-animal
interface wherein the brain signals are obtained from a moth using a copper electrode and the
signal obtained is used to control the rotation of a robot. Ando et al. [15] developed a mobile
robot platform controlled by an adult silk moth reacting to odor. This odor-tracking interface used
a ball tracking mechanism on which the silk moth was tethered. Kain et al. [16] developed a leg
tracking platform for a Drosophila tethered to a ball. The fly’s individual legs were tracked as the
fly reacted spontaneously. Kanzaki’s research group [17] created a model based on the
odor-tracking capability of a moth and tested the algorithm on a mobile robot. Dahmen et al. [18]
presented a design for an air-cushioned treadmill to study the walking behavior of a tethered
desert ant. The design uses a hollowed-out styrofoam ball, which is air cushioned. In our study,
we use a ball tracking mechanism similar to the one used by Kumagai [19] and his group in their
study where they developed a robot that balances itself on a ball. The robot uses omni-directional
wheels to balance on the ball. Robinson et al. [20] showed a mathematical representation of the
velocity-level kinematics of a spherical orienting device that uses omni-directional wheels for
spherical motion. The kinematics of our system will be similar to this study.
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Multiple studies described above have developed passive machine-insect interfaces
wherein the insect is tethered or fixed to an interface due to the lightweight of the insects
compared to the equipment, which may cause biased behaviors. There is limited research that
studies an active Drosophila-machine interface that allows the Drosophila to navigate. We use the
Robotic Operating System (ROS) to interface between the fly tracker and the mobile robot. Our
study will help in studying the behavior of a Drosophila. While multiple studies use virtual reality
as a stimulus, we would use a live stimulus in the real world towards which the fly can navigate
using the mobile robot. This study will also contribute, in the future, to studying the brain activity
of the fly as it spatially navigates using the mobile robot. This research study is aimed at
developing a machine-insect interface to achieve spatial navigation by a freely walking
Drosophila without tethering. This will prove to be useful for further studies on brain activity
imaging of the Drosophila’s brain.
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CHAPTER 2
SYSTEM DESIGN
1 Overview
In this study, we developed a fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster)-operated mobile robot
interface, which enables us to interpret the animal’s behavior. The schematic drawing of the
system is shown in fig.1. The system consists of two major sub-systems: the Active
Omni-directional Treadmill (AOT) and the mobile robot.
The AOT comprises of the three omni-directional wheels which are oriented at an angle
and at a distance from the center such that the transparent sphere rests on all three wheels. The fly
that is housed in the acrylic chamber is allowed to walk on top of the ball and the position of the
fly is tracked using the near-infrared imaging system and the image processing system. The Near
Infrared (NIR) camera is placed directly below the fly and images the fly. The omni-directional
wheels help in producing a counter-motion which resets the fly back to its original position. The
counter-motion produced is based on the velocity commands computed using the algorithm
described in section 3.1 . The interface is controlled by the image-processing system which is
programmed in the host system. The mobile robot moves separate from the interface reproducing
the motion produced by the AOT motors.
The mobile robot has a microprocessor which computes the control input velocity for the
motors in the mobile robot. The servo motors of the mobile robot receive commands from the
Robotic Operating System (ROS). The microprocessor on the mobile robot also enables us to run
ROS, a program which allows interaction with multiple components within the system. In this
system, it has three different nodes which communicate with each other via a central module
called roscore. The image processing system is one of the nodes that communicate with the
mobile robot. It also processes the images obtained from the NIR camera and computes the
position of the fruit fly. This system can be integrated with other techniques (e.g. brain imaging)
easily as it can hold the animal position in one place while it is moving.
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Figure 1: Front view of (a) Active Omni-directional Treadmill (b) Mobile Robot
The ROS architecture for our system is shown in fig.2. There are three main nodes of the
system, which interact with each other. ROS works on a ‘publisher-subscriber’ architecture which
contains nodes acting in sync with one another via a central core unit called the Roscore. All
publishers publish messages (commands) to the Roscore and all subscribers that are subscribing
to a topic published by a node receive the messages from the Roscore. In fig.2 the mobile robot
tracker node is a subscriber only and it receives just the positions from the robot as it moves. The
image processing node is both a subscriber and a publisher. It receives the images from the
camera node, which publishes the images as raw data. The image processing node computes the
velocity data and publishes to the roscore, which is obtained by the mobile robot.
5
Figure 2: ROS architecture for our system
2 Control Design
This section describes the control design of the system. Fig.4 depicts the control block
diagram for the setup described in section 1. As the fly walks on top of the acrylic sphere, the
images captured by the NIR camera are processed using the program described in listing 1 of the
appendix to obtain the centroid position of the fly. The controller 1 computes the control input
based on the position error between the fly position and the origin. Fig.3 shows the fly being
imaged by the NIR camera. The red box shown in the image is the tolerance of 50 pixels, which
corresponds to about 1.3 mm in distance from the origin. The red circle in the image is the
detected centroid of the fly.
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Figure 3: A single frame of the system compensating the flymotion. The yellow box represents
the tolerance regionwithinwhich the system resets the fly. The scale bar indicates 1mm length
The AOT resets the fly in this region with every movement of the fly. This means that
whenever the fly walks on the ball, the ball rotates to reset the fly to the origin. This is achieved
using the omni-directional wheels to create counter-motion. The position of the fly is used to
determine the rotation needed for the ball. As the fly walks on the ball, the error,∆x, ∆y, and ∆θ
is computed to obtain the compensation error needed. Based on these values, the angular
velocities of the AOT motors, ω1, ω2, and ω3 are computed.
Xfly =
∫
Ωspheredt+ ϵ (1)
Eq. (1) can be used to determine the position of the fly, Xfly. Ωsphere is the angular
velocity of the sphere and ϵ is the error computed based on the fly’s movements.
The position of the fly is also used to move the mobile robot remotely. The actuators in
the mobile robot are servo motors, which will receive velocity commands to move the mobile
robot based on the fly movements. The mobile robot reproduces the motion of the sphere.
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Figure 4: Control block diagram of the system
3 Active Omni-directional Treadmill (AOT) Subsystem Design
The AOT mainly consists of the transparent sphere on which the fruit fly walks and three
omni-directional wheels operated by servo motors. The continuous servos contain contactless
absolute encoders which enable us to receive positional feedback from the servo. The AOT acts
as an interface between the fruit fly and the mobile robot and is connected to the host system and
communicate via serial communication. The AOT consists of an acrylic plastic ball of 4-inch
diameter, which rests on three omni-directional wheels oriented at a 40◦ angle to the axis of the
ball. To prevent the fly from flying off the ball, we cover it with a clear acrylic chamber, which is
shown in fig.5. The enclosure shown in the image is an acrylic chamber bounded by a window in
the front and covered on top with a glass slab. The glass slab is bonded to the acrylic using using
layered Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) sheets. The window is made of acrylic as well and is fixed
using acrylic adhesive.
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Figure 5: (a) Top view of the acrylic chamber (b) Side view of the acrylic chamber
The acrylic chamber also has LEDs on either sides that internally reflect through the base
plate of the housing. The LEDs are positioned such that the light scattered from the fly will fall on
the camera’s sensor. The position of the LEDs are shown in fig.5. The LED holders are designed
to hold 12 LEDs each. Twenty four LEDs (twelve on each side of the acrylic housing) have been
used to provide sufficient illumination for the imaging of the fly. The circuit diagram for the LED
circuit is shown in fig.6. Each of the array of 12 LEDs consist of two sub-arrays of six LEDs
connected in parallel. Each LED is rated a forward voltage of 1.5V and a forward current of
100mA. We used a 33Ω resistor for the 24 LEDs based on the voltage and current these draw.
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Figure 6: Circuit diagram for the LED setup in the system
Fig.7 shows the omni-directional wheels used in this system. These wheels are 100mm in
diameter and are made of aluminum [21]. The omni-directional wheels had to be carefully
selected so that all the rollers are located on the same radius. Any difference in height between
the rollers meant that the acrylic ball would not roll on the wheels smoothly. As is can be seen in
fig.7, the distance between the rollers is almost none. To ensure a smooth rotation of the ball, the
omni-directional wheels shown in fig.7 were chosen.
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Figure 7: Omni-directional wheels used in the AOT
These are similar to the ones used by and his group to create the ball-balancing robot [19] .
The omni-directional wheels had to be strategically placed from each other so that the ball is
centered with the camera. A custom servo horn shown in fig.8 was designed and 3D printed to
attach the omni-directional wheels to the selected servo motors.
Figure 8: 3D printed custom servo horn for the omni-directional wheels
The motors used in this system are continuous servo motors, which enable us to control
the position of the fly via the rotation of the acrylic ball. Three servo motors placed at 0◦, 120◦,
and 240◦ respectively. The three servo motors are connected to each other via Daisy Chain
connections using TTL cables. One of the motors is connected to the micro-controller (OpenCR)
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and pass on the power and signal to the other two motors. Fig.9 shows the overall system
connection with the host system.
Figure 9: Host System-AOT Schematic
This system uses a NIR camera to capture the images of the fly. The camera utilizes a
infrared bandpass filter to selectively pass light of wavelength 850nm. This helps by preventing
other objects in the field of view of the camera in the visible light region from being captured in
the image. Since, infrared LEDs are used in the system, the light scattered by the fly will be
captured by the camera.
3.1 Kinematics of Active Omni-directional Treadmill
In fig.10, the ball resting on the omni-directional wheels are resting on a roller on each
wheel. The wheels are arranged in a triangular setup to provide stability. The geometric
transformation from the omni-directional wheel coordinate system to the global coordinates is
given by [20]:
Ti =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
cosαi sinαi 0
− sinαi cosαi 0
0 0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (2)
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Figure 10: Top view and Side View of the AOT setup
The angle αi is the angle between the axis of the wheels (located at 0◦, 120◦, and 240◦) and
i corresponds to the ith wheel. Eq.(2) can be used to convert the angular velocities of the sphere to
the global coordinates. Our objective is to obtain the velocity to reset the fly back to the origin.
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
rωy
rωx
ωz
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x˙
y˙
θ˙
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3a)
Where ωx, ωy, and ωz are the three vector components of the angular velocity of the
sphere, r is the radius vector of each omni-directional wheel, and x˙, y˙, and θ˙ are the velocities of
the fly in the Cartesian coordinate system, assuming that in the area where the fly is walking on
the sphere, the curvature of the sphere is extremely small. Ideally, the omni-directional wheels are
identical and no slip exists between the omni-directional wheels and the sphere. Using eq.(3a), we
can obtain the angular velocity of the omni-directional wheels as well.
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⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ωy
ωx
ωz
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1r 0
1
r 0 0
0 0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x˙
y˙
θ˙
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = J
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ω1
ω2
ω3
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3b)
Where J is the Jacobian,
J =
R1z
|R|2
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
R1z R1z cosα2 R1z cosα3
0 −R1z sinα2 −R1z sinα3
−R1x −R1x −R1x
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3c)
and Rk (k ∈ 1, 2, 3) is the vector from the center of the sphere to the point of contact on
the omni-directional wheel as shown in fig.10. Therefore, eq.(3b) can be re-written as:
J−1MX˙ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ω1
ω2
ω3
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3d)
where,M =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1r 0
1
r 0 0
0 0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ and X˙ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x˙
y˙
θ˙
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.
Eq.(3d) can be used to obtain the velocity input required for the servos to rotate the
omni-directional wheels.
3.2 Localization of Fruit Fly
When the light interacts with an object, it reflects off the object and produces an image
when it hits a detector such as a camera. This is known as bright-field imaging. At a certain angle
of incidence, the light does not impinge on the object and creates a dark background. The light
collected by the sensor is no longer reflected off the object but rather scattered or refracted off the
object. This helps us capture images of particular interest. This is called the dark-field imaging
technique. We use this technique to image the fruit fly and locate its position. The LEDs placed
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on the side of the the acrylic chamber provides the illumination that is scattered by the fruit fly in
the dark-field. This scattered light is captured by the NIR camera and is processed by the imaging
system, which works based on blob image processing, to obtain the centroid of the fly. To create
the pulsing mode of the LEDs, we use a MOSFET transistor as a switch and the pulse signal
output from the camera as the input signal for the LEDs. The NIR camera gives a output pulse
signal with capture of every image. This enables the pulsing mode for the LED. Fig.6 shows the
circuit used to create the pulsing mode. To narrow the image to the range of the fly’s motion, we
chose a frame height and width of 376 pixels and 640 pixels respectively. Fig.11 shows the image
size and the origin of the image.
Figure 11: Image region of interest
This converts to a width of 16.67mm and a height of 9.86mm in the xy plane on which the
fly walks. The size of the image in standard units of measurement was found by placing an object
of known height and width in the image frame and the conversion was found to be 1mm per 38.4
pixels. The origin where the fly is to be reset every time is the center of the image which is
O = (wim/2, him/2) where wim and him are the width and the height of the image respectively.
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This was used to calculate the error between the fly’s position and the origin.
∆x = xc − ptarget,x (4a)
∆y = yc − ptarget,y (4b)
∆θ = θc − ptarget,θ (4c)
Where ∆x, ∆y, and ∆θ are the inputs to compute the velocities, xc, yc, and θc are the
x-coordinate, y-coordinate, and the orientation of the centroid of the fly, and
(ptarget,x, ptarget,y, ptarget,θ) = (wim/2, him/2, 0).
The program described in listing 1 of the appendix is used to obtain the position of the
centroid of the fly. Based on this, the program described in listing 1 in the appendix calculates the
angular velocity of each motor to reset the fly back to the original position. This controller
program uses the algorithm described in section 3.1.
4 Mobile Robot Kinematics
The Waffle is a mobile robot, which supports the Robotic Operating System (ROS), which
allows easy integration of other systems. This is one of the main motivation for us to use the
Waffle for this study. The servos of the robot receive the velocity commands based on the
position of the fly. The mobile robot moves based on the movement of the fly. Fig.12 shows the
kinematic model of the mobile robot. The general coordinate of the mobile robot is described as:
X =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
xm
ym
θm
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (5a)
Where, xm and ym are the positions in the Cartesian coordinate, and θm is the orientation.
Each individual wheel of the robot contributes to its motion. The velocity of the robot is
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defined as the average velocity of the right, Vr and the left wheel, Vl of the robot.
Vm =
(Vl + Vr)
2
=
(ωl + ωr)r
2
(5b)
Similarly, the angular velocity of the robot, is determined by the following equation,
˙θm =
(Vr − Vl)
L
=
(ωr − ωl)r
L
(5c)
Where, r is the radius of the wheels.
Resolving the components of the velocity, we can obtain the kinematic model of the
mobile robot as:
X˙ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
cos θ 0
sin θ 0
0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎣v(t)
ω(t)
⎤⎥⎦ (5d)
Figure 12: Kinematic model of the mobile robot
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5 Software Design
5.1 Low-level Software Development
The low-level software programs were implemented on the micro-processor on the robot.
The programs were written for the micro-processor were written based on the Arduino Integrated
Development Environment (IDE) language. The algorithm described in section 3.1 was used to
calculate the control input velocities, ω1, ω2, and ω3 for the three motors in the AOT. This is one
of the nodes that is a part of the system’s ROS architecture. This node receives commands from
the image processing node, which published position data of the fly. This node converts these
position messages into velocity commands for the motors of the AOT and the robot. The
program, which describes this node can be found in listing 1 of the appendix.
5.2 High-level Software Development
The high-level software development was programmed on the host system. This system is
where the NIR camera is connected to as well. The host system is responsible for running the
roscore for the mobile robot and the camera node. The image processing node subscribes to the
camera node and processes the image obtained to extract the position of the fly. In this system, the
image processing is done using OpenCV library. The image processing node is launched along
with the camera node. The launch file described in listing 3 in the appendix shows the different
settings such as the frame rate, shutter speed, gain, strobe duration etc that is being configured
when the node is being launched. This allows us to selectively configure the image to our region
of interest (roi). Along with the camera node, the image processing and the mobile robot tracking
node are launched so that as the images are captured, the images are subscribed by the image
processing node and the image is processed to obtain the centroid. The image moment of the
image is used to compute the centroid of the contour detected. In this case, the detected contour is
the fly. The program is written so that only the largest detected contour in our roi is considered for
processing. The image moment is a weighted average of the pixel intensities in an image. Using
18
the ”Hu Moment” function of OpenCV library, the image is processed to obtain the centroid
coordinates xc, yc, and the orientation, θc of the centroid fly.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The program to reset the position of the fly back to the origin was written on the host
system. Tests run on the system showed that there was a tolerance needed for the compensation.
The reason for this was that the servo motors used in the AOT did not have smooth torque control
at low velocities. At low velocities, there was jerk associated with the movement of the wheel and
this caused delay in producing the necessary counter-motion to reset the fly. Hence, a tolerance of
50 pixels or 1.3 mm in both the x and y directions from the center of the image and a tolerance of
3 degrees was set for the theta compensation. Fig. 13 shows six frames with fly movement and
compensation. As it can be observed, the red box at the center of the image is the tolerance of 50
pixels around the center of the image. The red circle on the fruit fly is the centroid of fly being
reset back within the tolerance limit. The frame number and the x, y, and θ (measured in radians)
of the centroid is also displayed in each frame. It can be observed that as the system tries to reset
the fly, the centroid coordinates gets closer to the origin of (320,188,0).
Figure 13: System resets the fly back to the center of the image. The scale bar indicates 1mm
length
As the fruit fly moves on the sphere, an error between the origin and the centroid of the fly
is obtained. Using this, the error can be computed. The error distance is computed using eq.(6)
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derror =
√
x2err + y
2
err (6)
Where, the derror is the distance the fly moves before compensation, xerr is the difference
between the x-coordinate (320 pixel) of the center of the image where the fly will be reset to and
yerr is the difference between the y-coordinate (188 pixel) of the center of the image where the fly
will be reset to. The average error of the distance was found to be 1.821mm. This means that the
fly moved a distance of about 1.821mm before being reset to the origin within the tolerance.
Fig.14 shows how the distance error changes during experimental time and the corresponding
linear velocity of the sphere. It can be observed that when there is a large distance error, the
velocity of the sphere rapidly increases to compensate the motion of the fly. This can be observed
at around 70 seconds for instance.
Figure 14: Distance error during experimental time and the corresponding linear velocity of
the sphere
After the motor compensates the motion of the fly, it comes to rest before moving again
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for the next compensation. This can also be observed in fig.14. Therefore, the motor has to
overcome the stiction before reaching the desired velocity. The time the motors take to over come
the stiction and start compensating for the error after image processing is about 110 milliseconds.
This can be better observed in fig.15.
Figure 15: Distance error and the corresponding linear velocity of the sphere between 22 and
30 seconds. The motors move approximately 110 milliseconds after the image processing is
done.
Similarly, the θerror of the system is computed as the amount of rotation needed for the
sphere to align the fly with the x-axis or zero radians. The average θerror of the system was found
to be 7.039◦ . This means that, the fly rotates about 7.039◦ before the motor starts to compensate
for its rotation and resetting it back to the center of the image. Fig.16 shows the θ error during
experimental time and the corresponding angular velocity of the sphere about the z-axis. The
sphere’s angular velocity changes as the fly’s rotation increases. This indicates that the system is
compensating for the angle error well within the tolerance.
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Figure 16: θ error during experimental time and the corresponding angular velocity of the
sphere
Fig.17 shows a closer look at the angular velocity of the sphere with respect to the fly. As
it can be seen, the sphere’s angular velocity changes, although with a delay, to compensate the
motion of the fly.
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Figure 17: θ error during experimental time and the corresponding angular velocity of the
sphere between 22 and 30 seconds
The input and the output angular velocities of the AOT motors were computed as well.
Fig.18 shows the how the input and output velocities of the motors change to compensate the fly’s
movements. Fig.19 shows the input and output velocities between 22 and 30 seconds of the
experiment. The total experimental time is 100 seconds. It can be observed that the output
velocity is noisy. This can be attributed to the low resolution of the encoder in the motors
providing feedback.
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Figure 18: Input and output velocity of the three AOT motors during the experimental time
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Figure 19: Input and output velocity of the three AOT motors between 22 and 30 seconds.
The noise in the output velocity data can be attributed to the low resolution of the encoders.
In this system, the mobile robot was programmed to move like the sphere. The velocities
of the mobile robot motors were sent after image-processing and the position of the robot was
obtained by reading the encoder values of the right and the left wheel of the robot. Fig.20 shows
the path taken by the sphere in this system. This was computed by accumulating the position of
the sphere based on the position data from the AOT motors. The encoders in the motors enabled
us to obtain the position feedback.
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Figure 20: Path taken by the sphere in compensating the motion of the fly
Since, the mobile robot was given the same commands as that of the sphere, the path of
the mobile robot was plotted as well and is shown in fig.21. The similarities in the path taken by
the sphere and the mobile robot can be observed from the two plots. The red circles depicts the
changes in direction in both the sphere and the mobile robot. It can be seen that the mobile robot
does not switch directions as much as the sphere. This can be attributed to the low gain set for the
motors of the mobile robot. To obtain better control, the motor’s gain can be set higher to match
the sphere’s motion better. This will be a part of the continued work that will be done in the future
as the scope of the system increases as well.
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Figure 21: Path taken by the mobile robot as it navigates spatially
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
The development of a fruit fly-mobile robot interface was described. The system consists
of the Active Omni-directional Treadmill (AOT) which consists of an acrylic sphere that acts as
the treadmill for the fruit fly on top of the sphere. As the fly walks on the ball, the motion of the
fly is compensated by creating counter-motion. The kinematics of this AOT was described in
section 3.1 in chapter 2. The motion of the sphere is also reproduced in the mobile robot, which
navigates spatially. The mobile robot kinematics used is described in section 4 in chapter 2. The
image processing node processes the images captured by the NIR camera to compute the velocity
needed for the motors to compensate the fly’s movements.
Chapter 3 described the experimental results obtained. The average distance (derror) the
fly moved before being compensated was found to be 1.821mm and the average orientation
change (θerror) the fly made before compensating was found to be 7.039◦ . The major limitation
of the system is the delay in compensation of the fly’s movements. The delay was found to be
approximately 110 milliseconds between the end of image processing and motor’s movements.
The future scope of this project will cover using motors in the system with better torque control.
This will reduce the delay significantly as it can overcome the stiction faster. The mobile robot’s
movements were similar to that of the fly but did not match exactly. This is due to the small gain
in the motors of the mobile robot.
In this study, the fruit fly was freely moving and not tethered and can this help in
long-time observation of the anima in the futurel. This research will be useful in brain imaging
research and learning and interpreting the animal’s behaviors. This interface can also be extended
to other animals in the future.
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APPENDIX A
SUB-SYSTEM PROGRAM CODES
Listing 1: Image Processing Program
f 
.2b+`BTiBQM,
S`Q;`K iQ +QKT2Mbi2 i?2 KQp2K2Mib Q7  .`QbQT?BH K2HMQ;bi2` rHFBM;
QM
i?2 +iBp2 PKMB@/B`2+iBQMH h`2/KBHH UPhVX h?Bb T`Q;`K mb2b PT2M*o
GB#``v
iQ T2`7Q`K BK;2@T`Q+2bbBM; QM i?2 BK;2b +Tim`2/ #v  L2`@AM7``2/
*K2`
q`Bii2M #v,
am//`bmM a?BpFmK` M/ .`X .H >vmM; EBK
T`BH kyR3
 f
ff >1.1_ 6AG1a AL*GlaAPL
OBM+Hm/2 I`Qbf`QbX?=
OBM+Hm/2 IBK;2ni`MbTQ`ifBK;2ni`MbTQ`iX?=
OBM+Hm/2 I+pn#`B/;2f+pn#`B/;2X?=
OBM+Hm/2 Ib2MbQ`nKb;bfBK;2n2M+Q/BM;bX?=
OBM+Hm/2 IQT2M+pkfQT2M+pX?TT=
OBM+Hm/2 ]QT2M+pkf+Q`2f+Q`2X?TT]
OBM+Hm/2 IQT2M+pkfBK;T`Q+fBK;T`Q+X?TT=
OBM+Hm/2 IQT2M+pkf?B;?;mBf?B;?;mBX?TT=
OBM+Hm/2 IBK;2n+Qp2`i2`fTQbBiBQMX?=
OBM+Hm/2 I;2QK2i`vnKb;bfhrBbiX?=
OBM+Hm/2 I7bi`2K=
OBM+Hm/2 I+?`QMQ=
OB7 /27BM2/UnnHBMmtnnV %% /27BM2/UnnSSG1nnV
OBM+Hm/2 I7+MiHX?=
OBM+Hm/2 Ii2`KBQbX?=
O/27BM2 ah.ALn6AG1LP y
O2HB7 /27BM2/UnqALjkV %% /27BM2/UnqALe9V
OBM+Hm/2 I+QMBQX?=
O2M/B7
OBM+Hm/2 Ibi/HB#X?=
OBM+Hm/2 Ibi/BQX?=
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ff 6P_ .uLJAs1G JPhP_a hP "1 la1. AL *PLClL*hAPL qAh> .uLJAs1G
.vMKBt2Ha.E
OB7 /27BM2/UnnHBMmtnnV %% /27BM2/UnnSSG1nnV
OBM+Hm/2 I7+MiHX?=
OBM+Hm/2 Ii2`KBQbX?=
O/27BM2 ah.ALn6AG1LP y
O2HB7 /27BM2/UnqALjkV %% /27BM2/UnqALe9V
OBM+Hm/2 I+QMBQX?=
O2M/B7
OBM+Hm/2 Ibi/HB#X?=
OBM+Hm/2 Ibi/BQX?=
OBM+Hm/2 ].vMKBt2Ha.EX?]
ff *QMi`QH i#H2 //`2bb
O/27BM2 .._nS_PnhP_Zl1n1L"G1 e9
O/27BM2 .._nS_Pn:PGno1GP*Ahu Ry9
O/27BM2 .._nS_PnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPL Rjk
ff .i "vi2 G2M;i?
O/27BM2 G1LnS_Pn:PGno1GP*Ahu 9
O/27BM2 G1LnS_PnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPL 9
ff S`QiQ+QH p2`bBQM
O/27BM2 S_PhP*PGno1_aAPL kXy
ff .27mHi b2iiBM;
O/27BM2 .sGRnA. Ryy
O/27BM2 .sGknA. RyR
O/27BM2 .sGjnA. Ryk
O/27BM2 "l._h1 Ryyyyyy
O/27BM2 .1oA*1LJ1 ]f/2pfiivla"y]
O/27BM2 hP_Zl1n1L"G1 R
O/27BM2 hP_Zl1n.Aa"G1 y
O/27BM2 1a*na*AAnoGl1 ytR#
BMi ;2i+?UV
&
OB7 /27BM2/UnnHBMmtnnV %% /27BM2/UnnSSG1nnV
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bi`m+i i2`KBQb QH/i- M2ric
BMi +?c
i+;2iii`Uah.ALn6AG1LP- QH/iVc
M2ri 4 QH/ic
M2riX+nH7H; 4 UA*LPL % 1*>PVc
i+b2iii`Uah.ALn6AG1LP- h*aLPq- M2riVc
+? 4 ;2i+?`UVc
i+b2iii`Uah.ALn6AG1LP- h*aLPq- QH/iVc
`2im`M +?c
O2HB7 /27BM2/UnqALjkV %% /27BM2/UnqALe9V
`2im`M n;2i+?UVc
O2M/B7
'
BMi F#?BiUpQB/V
&
OB7 /27BM2/UnnHBMmtnnV %% /27BM2/UnnSSG1nnV
bi`m+i i2`KBQb QH/i- M2ric
BMi +?c
BMi QH/7c
i+;2iii`Uah.ALn6AG1LP- QH/iVc
M2ri 4 QH/ic
M2riX+nH7H; 4 UA*LPL % 1*>PVc
i+b2iii`Uah.ALn6AG1LP- h*aLPq- M2riVc
QH/7 4 7+MiHUah.ALn6AG1LP- 6n:1h6G- yVc
7+MiHUah.ALn6AG1LP- 6na1h6G- QH/7 % PnLPL"GP*EVc
+? 4 ;2i+?`UVc
i+b2iii`Uah.ALn6AG1LP- h*aLPq- QH/iVc
7+MiHUah.ALn6AG1LP- 6na1h6G- QH/7Vc
B7 U+? 54 1P6V
&
mM;2i+U+?- bi/BMVc
`2im`M Rc
'
`2im`M yc
O2HB7 /27BM2/UnqALjkV %% /27BM2/UnqALe9V
`2im`M nF#?BiUVc
O2M/B7
'
34
mbBM; MK2bT+2 +pc
mbBM; MK2bT+2 bi/c
ivT2/27 bi/,,+?`QMQ,,?B;?n`2bQHmiBQMn+HQ+F *HQ+Fc
miQ T`2pn+HQ+F 4 *HQ+F,,MQrUVc
ff .1*G_hAPL P6 :GP"G o_A"G1a hP *PJSlh1 PJ1: R- k- L. j
/Qm#H2 i?2i 4 yXyc
/Qm#H2 CRJ(N) 4 &yXy-yXyyy9y3jke-@yXyy38e8ee-@yXyyyj8jekR-@yXyyyky9Rej-
@yXyy38e8ee-yXyyyj8jekR-@yXyyyky9Rej-@yXyy38e8ee'c ff C BMp2`b2  J
/Qm#H2 QK2;nR 4 yXyc ff L:lG_ o1GP*Ahu 6P_ JPhP_ R AL Ph
/Qm#H2 QK2;nk 4 yXyc ff L:lG_ o1GP*Ahu 6P_ JPhP_ k AL Ph
/Qm#H2 QK2;nj 4 yXyc ff L:lG_ o1GP*Ahu 6P_ JPhP_ j AL Ph
/Qm#H2 E 4 RyyXyc
/Qm#H2 a6 4 eyXyc
/Qm#H2 T`2pn/i? 4 yXyc
/Qm#H2 HBMnp2H 4yXyc
/Qm#H2 M;np2H 4 yXyc
/Qm#H2 i`;2inHQ+iBQM(j) 4 &jkyXy- R33Xy- yXy'c
/Qm#H2 i?K 4 ky jXR9R8NkfR3yc ff AL _.ALa
/Qm#H2 +bi?ni?K(k) 4 &+QbUi?KV- bBMUi?KV'c ff *PJS1LahAPL 6P_ *J1_ sAa
Ji b`+c Ji b`+n;`vc
BMi i?`2b?QH/npHm2 4 Rk8c
BMi +QMbi Ktn"AL_unpHm2 4 k88c
BMi i?`2b?QH/nivT2 4 yc
_L: `M;URkj98Vc
BMi `2T2iniBK2 4 kyc
BMi rB/i? 4 e9yc ff AJ:1 qA.h>
BMi ?2B;?i 4 jdec ff AJ:1 >1A:>h
ff 6P_ .uLJAs1G JPhP_a hP "1 la1. AL *PLClL*hAPL qAh> .uLJAs1G
.vMKBt2Ha.E
/vMKBt2H,,SQ`i>M/H2`  TQ`i>M/H2` 4 /vMKBt2H,,SQ`i>M/H2`,,;2iSQ`i>M/H2`
U.1oA*1LJ1Vc
/vMKBt2H,,S+F2i>M/H2`  T+F2i>M/H2` 4 /vMKBt2H,,S+F2i>M/H2`,,
;2iS+F2i>M/H2`US_PhP*PGno1_aAPLVc
/vMKBt2H,,:`QmTavM+q`Bi2 ;`QmTavM+q`Bi2UTQ`i>M/H2`- T+F2i>M/H2`-
.._nS_Pn:PGno1GP*Ahu- G1LnS_Pn:PGno1GP*AhuVc
/vMKBt2H,,:`QmTavM+_2/ ;`QmTavM+_2/UTQ`i>M/H2`- T+F2i>M/H2`-
.._nS_PnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPL- G1LnS_PnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPLVc
BMi /tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 *PJJnhsn6AGc ff *QKKmMB+iBQM `2bmHi
#QQH /tHn//T`Kn`2bmHi 4 7Hb2c ff //S`K `2bmHi
#QQH /tHn;2i/in`2bmHi 4 7Hb2c ff :2iS`K `2bmHi
35
mBMi3ni /tHn2``Q` 4 yc ff .vMKBt2H 2``Q`
mBMi3ni T`Kn;QHnTQbBiBQM(9)c
BMijkni /tHRnT`2b2MinTQbBiBQM 4 y- /tHknT`2b2MinTQbBiBQM 4 y-
/tHjnT`2b2MinTQbBiBQM 4 yc
ff hP ao1 h>1 .h
Q7bi`2K Pmi6BH2- Pmi6BH2n.ic
BMie9ni Pmi6BH2n.inbBx2n#vi2 4 Rd bBx2Q7U/Qm#H2Vc ff Rj MmK#2`b rBHH #2
bp2 T2` BK;2 UvQm Kv +?M;2V
ff PS1LAL: h>1 6AG1a hP q_Ah1 .h
pQB/ bp2nBMBiUV&
ff Kvn7BH2nMK2 4 ]6HvnAK;2nJ`nk3X#BM]
Pmi6BH2XQT2MU]6HvnAK;2nJ`nk3X#BM]- BQb,,Qmi % BQb,,#BM`vVc
Pmi6BH2n.iXQT2MU]6Hvn.inJ`nk3X#BM]- BQb,,Qmi % BQb,,#BM`vVc
ffPmi6BH2n.iXr`Bi2UU+?`  VPmi6BH2n.inbBx2n#vi2 - bBx2Q7U
Pmi6BH2n.inbBx2n#vi2VVc
'
ff *GPaAL: h>1 "AL_u 6AG1a 6h1_ .h Aa q_Ahh1L
pQB/ bp2n/2BMBiUV&
Pmi6BH2X+HQb2UVc
Pmi6BH2n.iX+HQb2UVc
'
ff ALAhAGAwAL: h>1 JPhP_a
pQB/ KQiQ`nBMBiUV&
B7 UTQ`i>M/H2`@=QT2MSQ`iUVV
&
T`BMi7U]am++22/2/ɚiQɚQT2Mɚi?2ɚTQ`i5$M]Vc
'
2Hb2
&
_Pan1__P_U]6BH2/ɚiQɚQT2Mɚi?2ɚTQ`i5$M]Vc
_Pan1__P_U]S`2bbɚMvɚF2vɚiQɚi2`KBMi2XXX$M]Vc
;2i+?UVc
'
36
ff a2i TQ`i #m/`i2
B7 UTQ`i>M/H2`@=b2i"m/_i2U"l._h1VV
&
T`BMi7U]am++22/2/ɚiQɚ+?M;2ɚi?2ɚ#m/`i25$M]Vc
'
2Hb2
&
_Pan1__P_U]6BH2/ɚiQɚ+?M;2ɚi?2ɚ#m/`i25$M]Vc
_Pan1__P_U]S`2bbɚMvɚF2vɚiQɚi2`KBMi2XXX$M]Vc
;2i+?UVc
'
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 T+F2i>M/H2`@=r`Bi2R"vi2ht_tUTQ`i>M/H2`- .sGRnA.-
.._nS_PnhP_Zl1n1L"G1- y- /tHn2``Q`Vc
B7 U/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 54 *PJJnal**1aaV
&
_Pan1__P_U]Wb$M]- T+F2i>M/H2`@=;2iht_t_2bmHiU/tHn+QKKn`2bmHiVVc
'
2Hb2 B7 U/tHn2``Q` 54 yV
&
_Pan1__P_U]Wb$M]- T+F2i>M/H2`@=;2i_tS+F2i1``Q`U/tHn2``Q`VVc
'
2Hb2
&
T`BMi7U].vMKBt2HOW/ɚ?bɚ#22Mɚbm++2bb7mHHvɚ+QMM2+i2/ɚ$M]- .sGRnA.Vc
'
ff 1M#H2 .vMKBt2HOk hQ`[m2
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 T+F2i>M/H2`@=r`Bi2R"vi2ht_tUTQ`i>M/H2`- .sGknA.-
.._nS_PnhP_Zl1n1L"G1- y- /tHn2``Q`Vc
B7 U/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 54 *PJJnal**1aaV
&
_Pan1__P_U]Wb$M]- T+F2i>M/H2`@=;2iht_t_2bmHiU/tHn+QKKn`2bmHiVVc
'
2Hb2 B7 U/tHn2``Q` 54 yV
&
_Pan1__P_U]Wb$M]- T+F2i>M/H2`@=;2i_tS+F2i1``Q`U/tHn2``Q`VVc
'
2Hb2
&
T`BMi7U].vMKBt2HOW/ɚ?bɚ#22Mɚbm++2bb7mHHvɚ+QMM2+i2/ɚ$M]- .sGknA.Vc
'
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 T+F2i>M/H2`@=r`Bi2R"vi2ht_tUTQ`i>M/H2`- .sGjnA.-
.._nS_PnhP_Zl1n1L"G1- y- /tHn2``Q`Vc
37
B7 U/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 54 *PJJnal**1aaV
&
_Pan1__P_U]Wb$M]- T+F2i>M/H2`@=;2iht_t_2bmHiU/tHn+QKKn`2bmHiVVc
'
2Hb2 B7 U/tHn2``Q` 54 yV
&
_Pan1__P_U]Wb$M]- T+F2i>M/H2`@=;2i_tS+F2i1``Q`U/tHn2``Q`VVc
'
2Hb2
&
T`BMi7U].vMKBt2HOW/ɚ?bɚ#22Mɚbm++2bb7mHHvɚ+QMM2+i2/ɚ$M]- .sGjnA.Vc
'
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 T+F2i>M/H2`@=r`Bi2R"vi2ht_tUTQ`i>M/H2`- .sGRnA.- RR- R-
/tHn2``Q`Vc
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 T+F2i>M/H2`@=r`Bi2R"vi2ht_tUTQ`i>M/H2`- .sGknA.- RR- R-
/tHn2``Q`Vc
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 T+F2i>M/H2`@=r`Bi2R"vi2ht_tUTQ`i>M/H2`- .sGjnA.- RR- R-
/tHn2``Q`Vc
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 T+F2i>M/H2`@=r`Bi2R"vi2ht_tUTQ`i>M/H2`- .sGRnA.-
.._nS_PnhP_Zl1n1L"G1- R- /tHn2``Q`Vc
B7 U/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 54 *PJJnal**1aaV
&
_Pan1__P_U]Wb$M]- T+F2i>M/H2`@=;2iht_t_2bmHiU/tHn+QKKn`2bmHiVVc
'
2Hb2 B7 U/tHn2``Q` 54 yV
&
_Pan1__P_U]Wb$M]- T+F2i>M/H2`@=;2i_tS+F2i1``Q`U/tHn2``Q`VVc
'
2Hb2
&
T`BMi7U].vMKBt2HOW/ɚ?bɚ#22Mɚbm++2bb7mHHvɚ+QMM2+i2/ɚ$M]- .sGRnA.Vc
'
ff 1M#H2 .vMKBt2HOk hQ`[m2
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 T+F2i>M/H2`@=r`Bi2R"vi2ht_tUTQ`i>M/H2`- .sGknA.-
.._nS_PnhP_Zl1n1L"G1- R- /tHn2``Q`Vc
B7 U/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 54 *PJJnal**1aaV
&
_Pan1__P_U]Wb$M]- T+F2i>M/H2`@=;2iht_t_2bmHiU/tHn+QKKn`2bmHiVVc
'
2Hb2 B7 U/tHn2``Q` 54 yV
&
_Pan1__P_U]Wb$M]- T+F2i>M/H2`@=;2i_tS+F2i1``Q`U/tHn2``Q`VVc
38
'
2Hb2
&
T`BMi7U].vMKBt2HOW/ɚ?bɚ#22Mɚbm++2bb7mHHvɚ+QMM2+i2/ɚ$M]- .sGknA.Vc
'
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 T+F2i>M/H2`@=r`Bi2R"vi2ht_tUTQ`i>M/H2`- .sGjnA.-
.._nS_PnhP_Zl1n1L"G1- R- /tHn2``Q`Vc
B7 U/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 54 *PJJnal**1aaV
&
_Pan1__P_U]Wb$M]- T+F2i>M/H2`@=;2iht_t_2bmHiU/tHn+QKKn`2bmHiVVc
'
2Hb2 B7 U/tHn2``Q` 54 yV
&
_Pan1__P_U]Wb$M]- T+F2i>M/H2`@=;2i_tS+F2i1``Q`U/tHn2``Q`VVc
'
2Hb2
&
T`BMi7U].vMKBt2HOW/ɚ?bɚ#22Mɚbm++2bb7mHHvɚ+QMM2+i2/ɚ$M]- .sGjnA.Vc
'
/tHn//T`Kn`2bmHi 4 ;`QmTavM+_2/X//S`KU.sGRnA.Vc
B7 U/tHn//T`Kn`2bmHi 54 i`m2V
&
_Pan1__P_U](A.,W/)ɚ;`QmTavM+_2/ɚ//T`Kɚ7BH2/]- .sGRnA.Vc
'
ff // T`K2i2` biQ`;2 7Q` .vMKBt2HOk T`2b2Mi TQbBiBQM pHm2
/tHn//T`Kn`2bmHi 4 ;`QmTavM+_2/X//S`KU.sGknA.Vc
B7 U/tHn//T`Kn`2bmHi 54 i`m2V
&
_Pan1__P_U](A.,W/)ɚ;`QmTavM+_2/ɚ//T`Kɚ7BH2/]- .sGknA.Vc
'
/tHn//T`Kn`2bmHi 4 ;`QmTavM+_2/X//S`KU.sGjnA.Vc
B7 U/tHn//T`Kn`2bmHi 54 i`m2V
&
_Pan1__P_U](A.,W/)ɚ;`QmTavM+_2/ɚ//T`Kɚ7BH2/]- .sGjnA.Vc
'
'
ff q_AhAL: h>1 o1GP*AhA1a hP h>1 Ph JPhP_a
39
pQB/ JQiQ`nbbB;MU/Qm#H2 pR- /Qm#H2 pk- /Qm#H2 pjV
&
mBMi3ni T`Knp2HnTQbBiBQM(9)c
T`Knp2HnTQbBiBQM(y) 4 .sGnGP"uh1U.sGnGPqP_.UUBMiVpRVVc
T`Knp2HnTQbBiBQM(R) 4 .sGn>A"uh1U.sGnGPqP_.UUBMiVpRVVc
T`Knp2HnTQbBiBQM(k) 4 .sGnGP"uh1U.sGn>AqP_.UUBMiVpRVVc
T`Knp2HnTQbBiBQM(j) 4 .sGn>A"uh1U.sGn>AqP_.UUBMiVpRVVc
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 ;`QmTavM+q`Bi2X//S`KU.sGRnA.- UmBMi3ni V
T`Knp2HnTQbBiBQMVc
B7 U/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 54 i`m2V
_Pan1__P_U]6AG1.55]Vc
T`Knp2HnTQbBiBQM(y) 4 .sGnGP"uh1U.sGnGPqP_.UUBMiVpkVVc
T`Knp2HnTQbBiBQM(R) 4 .sGn>A"uh1U.sGnGPqP_.UUBMiVpkVVc
T`Knp2HnTQbBiBQM(k) 4 .sGnGP"uh1U.sGn>AqP_.UUBMiVpkVVc
T`Knp2HnTQbBiBQM(j) 4 .sGn>A"uh1U.sGn>AqP_.UUBMiVpkVVc
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 ;`QmTavM+q`Bi2X//S`KU.sGknA.- UmBMi3ni V
T`Knp2HnTQbBiBQMVc
B7 U/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 54 i`m2V
_Pan1__P_U]6AG1.55]Vc
T`Knp2HnTQbBiBQM(y) 4 .sGnGP"uh1U.sGnGPqP_.UUBMiVpjVVc
T`Knp2HnTQbBiBQM(R) 4 .sGn>A"uh1U.sGnGPqP_.UUBMiVpjVVc
T`Knp2HnTQbBiBQM(k) 4 .sGnGP"uh1U.sGn>AqP_.UUBMiVpjVVc
T`Knp2HnTQbBiBQM(j) 4 .sGn>A"uh1U.sGn>AqP_.UUBMiVpjVVc
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 ;`QmTavM+q`Bi2X//S`KU.sGjnA.- UmBMi3ni V
T`Knp2HnTQbBiBQMVc
B7 U/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 54 i`m2V
_Pan1__P_U]6AG1.55]Vc
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 ;`QmTavM+q`Bi2XitS+F2iUVc
B7 U/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 54 *PJJnal**1aaV _Pan1__P_U]Wb$M]- T+F2i>M/H2`@=
;2iht_t_2bmHiU/tHn+QKKn`2bmHiVVc
;`QmTavM+q`Bi2X+H2`S`KUVc
'
ff .1ALAhAGAwAL: h>1 JPhP_a
40
pQB/ KQiQ`n/2BMBiUV
&
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 T+F2i>M/H2`@=r`Bi2R"vi2ht_tUTQ`i>M/H2`- .sGRnA.-
.._nS_PnhP_Zl1n1L"G1- y- /tHn2``Q`Vc
B7 U/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 54 *PJJnal**1aaV
&
_Pan1__P_U]Wb$M]- T+F2i>M/H2`@=;2iht_t_2bmHiU/tHn+QKKn`2bmHiVVc
'
2Hb2 B7 U/tHn2``Q` 54 yV
&
_Pan1__P_U]Wb$M]- T+F2i>M/H2`@=;2i_tS+F2i1``Q`U/tHn2``Q`VVc
'
2Hb2
&
T`BMi7U].vMKBt2HOW/ɚ?bɚ#22Mɚbm++2bb7mHHvɚ+QMM2+i2/ɚ$M]- .sGRnA.Vc
'
ff 1M#H2 .vMKBt2HOk hQ`[m2
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 T+F2i>M/H2`@=r`Bi2R"vi2ht_tUTQ`i>M/H2`- .sGknA.-
.._nS_PnhP_Zl1n1L"G1- y- /tHn2``Q`Vc
B7 U/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 54 *PJJnal**1aaV
&
_Pan1__P_U]Wb$M]- T+F2i>M/H2`@=;2iht_t_2bmHiU/tHn+QKKn`2bmHiVVc
'
2Hb2 B7 U/tHn2``Q` 54 yV
&
_Pan1__P_U]Wb$M]- T+F2i>M/H2`@=;2i_tS+F2i1``Q`U/tHn2``Q`VVc
'
2Hb2
&
T`BMi7U].vMKBt2HOW/ɚ?bɚ#22Mɚbm++2bb7mHHvɚ+QMM2+i2/ɚ$M]- .sGknA.Vc
'
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 T+F2i>M/H2`@=r`Bi2R"vi2ht_tUTQ`i>M/H2`- .sGjnA.-
.._nS_PnhP_Zl1n1L"G1- y- /tHn2``Q`Vc
B7 U/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 54 *PJJnal**1aaV
&
_Pan1__P_U]Wb$M]- T+F2i>M/H2`@=;2iht_t_2bmHiU/tHn+QKKn`2bmHiVVc
'
2Hb2 B7 U/tHn2``Q` 54 yV
&
_Pan1__P_U]Wb$M]- T+F2i>M/H2`@=;2i_tS+F2i1``Q`U/tHn2``Q`VVc
'
2Hb2
41
&
T`BMi7U].vMKBt2HOW/ɚ?bɚ#22Mɚbm++2bb7mHHvɚ+QMM2+i2/ɚ$M]- .sGjnA.Vc
'
'
biiB+ +QMbi bi/,,bi`BM; PS1L*onqAL.Pq 4 ]AK;2ɚrBM/Qr]c
+Hbb AK;2*QMp2`i2`
&
`Qb,,LQ/2>M/H2 M?nc
BK;2ni`MbTQ`i,,AK;2h`MbTQ`i Binc
BK;2ni`MbTQ`i,,am#b+`B#2` BK;2nbm#nc
BK;2ni`MbTQ`i,,Sm#HBb?2` BK;2nTm#nc
`Qb,,Sm#HBb?2` 6HvnSQbc
`Qb,,am#b+`B#2` b2[nbm#c
Tm#HB+,
AK;2*QMp2`i2`UV
, BinUM?nV
&
ff am#b+`Bp2 iQ BMTmi pB/2Q 722/ M/ Tm#HBb? QmiTmi pB/2Q 722/
`Qb,,LQ/2>M/H2 M?c
6HvnSQb 4 M?X/p2`iBb2I;2QK2i`vnKb;b,,hrBbi=U]f+K/np2H]- RyyyVc ff
Sl"GAa>AL: ALSlh 6P_ h>1 JP"AG1 _P"Ph
BK;2nbm#n 4 BinXbm#b+`B#2U]fBK;2n`r]- R-
AK;2*QMp2`i2`,,BK;2*#- i?BbVc ff al"a*_A"AL: hP h>1 _q AJ:1a
6_PJ *J1_
BK;2nTm#n 4 BinX/p2`iBb2U]fBK;2n+QMp2`i2`fQmiTminpB/2Q]- RVc
+p,,MK2/qBM/QrUPS1L*onqAL.PqVc
'
AK;2*QMp2`i2`UV
&
+p,,/2bi`QvqBM/QrUPS1L*onqAL.PqVc
'
pQB/ BK;2*#U+QMbi b2MbQ`nKb;b,,AK;2*QMbiSi` Kb;V
42
&BMi b2[m2M+2nMQr4yc
/Qm#H2 b2[nBMBic
;2QK2i`vnKb;b,,hrBbi Ja:c ffALahL*1 hP Sl"GAa> J1aa:1
+pn#`B/;2,,*pAK;2Si` +pnTi`c
bi/nKb;b,,>2/2` ? 4 Kb;@=?2/2`c ffhP :1h 6_J1 LlJ"1_
ff iBK2 bi`i
i`v
&
+pnTi` 4 +pn#`B/;2,,iQ*p*QTvUKb;- b2MbQ`nKb;b,,BK;2n2M+Q/BM;b,,JPLP3V
c
b2[nBMBi4?Xb2[c
b2[m2M+2nMQr4?Xb2[WU`2T2iniBK2 jVc
'
+i+? U+pn#`B/;2,,1t+2TiBQM 2V
&
_Pan1__P_U]+pn#`B/;2ɚ2t+2TiBQM,ɚWb]- 2Xr?iUVVc
`2im`Mc
'
miQ #2;BM 4 *HQ+F,,MQrUVc
miQ bKTHBM;iBK2nb2+b 4 bi/,,+?`QMQ,,/m`iBQMn+biIbi/,,+?`QMQ,,
KB+`Qb2+QM/b=U#2;BM @ T`2pn+HQ+FVX+QmMiUV c ffGPPS hAJ1
T`2pn+HQ+F 4 #2;BMc
Ji BK 4 +pnTi`@=BK;2c
Ji BKn#rc
ff AJ:1 S_P*1aaAL:
i?`2b?QH/UBK- BKn#r- 8yXy- k88Xy- yVc
p2+iQ`Ip2+iQ`ISQBMi= = +QMiQm`bc
p2+iQ`Io2+9B= ?B2``+?vc
BMi bp2/*QMiQm` 4 @Rc ff +QMiQm` BM/2t UH`;2bi +QMiQm`V
/Qm#H2 Kt`2 4 yXyc ff bBx2 Q7 i?2 H`;2bi +QMiQm`
7BM/*QMiQm`bUBKn#r- +QMiQm`b- ?B2``+?v- *on_1h_n1sh1_LG-
*on*>ALnSS_PsnaAJSG1- SQBMiUy-yVVc
43
7Q` UBMi B 4 yc BI +QMiQm`bXbBx2UVc BYYV
&
/Qm#H2 `2 4 +QMiQm``2U+QMiQm`b(B)Vc
B7 U`2 = Kt`2V
&
Kt`2 4 `2c
bp2/*QMiQm` 4 Bc
'
'
ff *PJShlhAL: h>1 *1Lh_PA. laAL: h>1 JPJ1Lha
/Qm#H2 n+t 4 i`;2inHQ+iBQM(y)c /Qm#H2 n+v 4 i`;2inHQ+iBQM(R)c /Qm#H2
ni?2i 4 i`;2inHQ+iBQM(k)c
B7 UKt`2 = RyyXyV &
JQK2Mib Km 4 KQK2MibU+QMiQm`b(bp2/*QMiQm`)- 7Hb2 Vc
ff +QKTmi2 +2Mi`QB/  Q`B2MiiBQM yXyR
n+t 4 KmXKRyfKmXKyyc
n+v 4 KmXKyRfKmXKyyc
/Qm#H2 KmkyT 4 KmXKkyfKmXKyy@n+t n+tc
/Qm#H2 KmykT4 KmXKykfKmXKyy@n+v n+vc
/Qm#H2 KmRRT4 KmXKRRfKmXKyy@n+t n+vc
ni?2i 4 iMkUk KmRRT-UKmkyT@KmykTVVfkc ff BM `/BM
'
ff *PJSlhAL: h>1 .1GX s- .1GX u L. .1GX h>1h L11.1. hP *G*lGh1 h>1
ff JPhP_ o1GP*AhA1a
/Qm#H2 /t 4 Un+t@i`;2inHQ+iBQM(y)Vc
/Qm#H2 /v 4 Un+v@i`;2inHQ+iBQM(R)Vc
/Qm#H2 /i? 4 @Uni?2i @ i`;2inHQ+iBQM(k)Vc
ff **PlLhLA: 6P_ h>1 .A661_L1*1 AL GGA:LJ1Lh P6 *J1_ L. JPhP_ s1a
/Qm#H2 /tK 4 +bi?ni?K(y) /t @ +bi?ni?K(R) /vc
/Qm#H2 /vK 4 +bi?ni?K(R) /t Y +bi?ni?K(y) /vc
/Qm#H2 /i?K 4 /i? cffY i?Kc
ff a1hhAL: hPG1_L*1
/Qm#H2 HBKBin` 4 8yc
/Qm#H2 HBKBini? 4 j jXR9R8NkfR3yc
ff *PJSlhAL: Ph JPhP_ o1GP*AhA1a
44
B7 UUb[`iU/t /t Y /v /vV = HBKBin`V %% U7#bU/i?V = HBKBini?VV &
QK2;nR 4 UCRJ(y) /tK Y CRJ(R) /vK Y CRJ(k) /i?K a6V Ec
QK2;nk 4 UCRJ(j) /tK Y CRJ(9) /vK Y CRJ(8) /i?K a6V Ec
QK2;nj 4 UCRJ(e) /tK Y CRJ(d) /vK Y CRJ(3) /i?K a6V Ec
'
2Hb2 &
QK2;nR 4 yc QK2;nk 4yc QK2;nj 4 yc
'
ff *G*lGhAL: h>1 GAL1_ L. L:lG_ o1GP*AhA1a 6P_ h>1 _P"Ph
B7 UUb[`iU/t /t Y /v /vV = HBKBin`VV &
HBMnp2H 4 Ub[`iU/t /t Y /v /vV j3X9yN3jkNRdkke3R yXyRVfU
bKTHBM;iBK2nb2+b yXyyRVc
'
2Hb2 HBMnp2H 4yc
B7UU7#bU/i?V = HBKBini?VV
M;np2H 4 U/i?KfUbKTHBM;iBK2nb2+b yXyyRVV 8dc
2Hb2 M;np2H 4 yc
ff Sl"GAa>AL: h>1 GAL1_ L. L:lG_ o1GP*AhA1a 6P_ h>1 JP"AG1 _P"Ph
Ja:XHBM2`Xt4 HBMnp2Hc
Ja:XM;mH`Xx4 M;np2Hc
ff ._qAL: h>1 *PLhPl_ *1Lh_PA. PL h>1 AJ:1
Ji /`rBM; 4 Ji,,x2`QbU BKn#rXbBx2UV- *on3l*j Vc
+p,,+pi*QHQ`UBK- /`rBM;- +p,,*PGP_n:_uk":_Vc
ffBKX+QTvhQU/`rBM;Vc
B7 UKt`2 = yXyV &
a+H` +QHQ` 4 a+H`U `M;XmMB7Q`KUy- k88V- `M;XmMB7Q`KUy-k88V- `M;X
mMB7Q`KUy-k88V Vc
/`r*QMiQm`bU/`rBM;- +QMiQm`b- bp2/*QMiQm`- +QHQ`- k- 3- ?B2``+?v-
y- SQBMiUV Vc
'
+B`+H2U /`rBM;- SQBMiUn+t-n+vV- j- a+H`Uk88-y-k88V- R- 3- yVc
+B`+H2U /`rBM;- SQBMiUi`;2inHQ+iBQM(y)-i`;2inHQ+iBQM(R)V- HBKBin`-
a+H`Uy-y-k88V- R- 3- yVc
BKb?QrU]]-/`rBM;Vc
rBiE2vURVc
45
ff q_AhAL: o1GP*AhA1a hP JPhP_a
JQiQ`nbbB;MUQK2;nR-QK2;nk-QK2;njVc
ff _1.AL: *l__1Lh SPaAhAPL P6 h>1 JPhP_ 6h1_ *PJS1LahAPL
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 ;`QmTavM+_2/Xit_tS+F2iUVc
B7 U/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 54 *PJJnal**1aaV _Pan1__P_U]Wb$M]- T+F2i>M/H2`@=
;2iht_t_2bmHiU/tHn+QKKn`2bmHiVVc
ff *?2+F B7 ;`QmTbvM+`2/ /i Q7 .vMKBt2HOR Bb pBH#H2
/tHn;2i/in`2bmHi 4 ;`QmTavM+_2/XBbpBH#H2U.sGRnA.-
.._nS_PnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPL- G1LnS_PnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPLVc
B7 U/tHn;2i/in`2bmHi 54 i`m2V
&
_Pan1__P_U ](A.,W/)ɚ;`QmTavM+_2/ɚ;2i/iɚ7BH2/]- .sGRnA.Vc
'
ff *?2+F B7 ;`QmTbvM+`2/ /i Q7 .vMKBt2HOk Bb pBH#H2
/tHn;2i/in`2bmHi 4 ;`QmTavM+_2/XBbpBH#H2U.sGknA.-
.._nS_PnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPL- G1LnS_PnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPLVc
B7 U/tHn;2i/in`2bmHi 54 i`m2V
&
_Pan1__P_U ](A.,W/)ɚ;`QmTavM+_2/ɚ;2i/iɚ7BH2/]- .sGknA.Vc
'
/tHn;2i/in`2bmHi 4 ;`QmTavM+_2/XBbpBH#H2U.sGjnA.-
.._nS_PnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPL- G1LnS_PnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPLVc
B7 U/tHn;2i/in`2bmHi 54 i`m2V
&
_Pan1__P_U ](A.,W/)ɚ;`QmTavM+_2/ɚ;2i/iɚ7BH2/]- .sGjnA.Vc
'
ff :2i .vMKBt2HOR T`2b2Mi TQbBiBQM pHm2
/tHRnT`2b2MinTQbBiBQM 4 ;`QmTavM+_2/X;2i.iU.sGRnA.-
.._nS_PnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPL- G1LnS_PnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPLVc
ff :2i .vMKBt2HOk T`2b2Mi TQbBiBQM pHm2
/tHknT`2b2MinTQbBiBQM 4 ;`QmTavM+_2/X;2i.iU.sGknA.-
.._nS_PnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPL- G1LnS_PnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPLVc
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/tHjnT`2b2MinTQbBiBQM 4 ;`QmTavM+_2/X;2i.iU.sGjnA.-
.._nS_PnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPL- G1LnS_PnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPLVc
miQ 2M/ 4 *HQ+F,,MQrUVc
/Qm#H2 2HTb2/nb2+b 4 bi/,,+?`QMQ,,/m`iBQMn+biIbi/,,+?`QMQ,,
KB+`Qb2+QM/b=U2M/ @ #2;BMVX+QmMiUV c
_PanAL6P U]WyXj7-WyXj7]- U/Qm#H2V2HTb2/nb2+bfRyyy-U/Qm#H2V
bKTHBM;iBK2nb2+bfRyyyVc
ff PmiTmi KQ/B7B2/ pB/2Q bi`2K
BK;2nTm#nXTm#HBb?U+pnTi`@=iQAK;2Jb;UVVc
6HvnSQbXTm#HBb?UJa:Vc
ffq`BiBM; AK;2 L. /i iQ "BM`v 6BH2
Pmi6BH2Xr`Bi2UU+?`  VBKX/i- rB/i? ?2B;?i bBx2Q7Um+?`VVc
/Qm#H2 b2+b 4 `Qb,,hBK2,,MQrUVXiQa2+UVc
/Qm#H2 QmiTmin/i() 4 &b2[nBMBi- 2HTb2/nb2+b- U/Qm#H2V
bKTHBM;iBK2nb2+b- n+t- n+v- ni?2i- /tK- /vK- /i?K-
QK2;nR- QK2;nk- QK2;nj- Kt`2- U/Qm#H2V/tHRnT`2b2MinTQbBiBQM- U
/Qm#H2V/tHknT`2b2MinTQbBiBQM-
U/Qm#H2V/tHjnT`2b2MinTQbBiBQM- b2+b'c ff Rd p`B#H2b
Pmi6BH2n.iXr`Bi2UU+?`  VQmiTmin/i- Pmi6BH2n.inbBx2n#vi2Vc
'
'c
BMi KBMUBMi `;+- +?`  `;pV
&
ff ALAhAGAwAL: _Pa LP.1
`Qb,,BMBiU`;+- `;p- ]BK;2n+QMp2`i2`]Vc
bp2nBMBiUVc ff PS1LAL: 6AG1a
KQiQ`nBMBiUVc ff ALAhAGAwAL: JPhP_a
AK;2*QMp2`i2` B+c
`Qb,,bTBMUVc
KQiQ`n/2BMBiUVc ff .1ALAhAGAwAL: JPhP_a
bp2n/2BMBiUVc ff *GPaAL: 6AG1a
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`2im`M yc
'
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Listing 2: Code to obtain position data from the mobile robot
f 
.2b+`BTiBQM,
S`Q;`K iQ Q#iBM i?2 2M+Q/2` /i 7`QK i?2 `B;?i M/ H27i r?22H Q7 i?2
KQ#BH2
`Q#QiX h?2 TQbBiBQM Q#iBM2/ Bb Tm#HBb?2/ #v i?2 `Q#Qi iQ i?2
b2MbQ`nbii2 iQTB+
q`Bii2M #v,
am//`bmM a?BpFmK` M/ .`X .H >vmM; EBK
T`BH kyR3
 f
OBM+Hm/2 ]`Qbf`QbX?]
OBM+Hm/2 Iim`iH2#QijnKb;bfa2MbQ`aii2X?=
OBM+Hm/2 I7bi`2K=
mbBM; MK2bT+2 bi/c
Q7bi`2K PmiTmic ff .2+H`BM; i?2 7BH2 ?M/H2`
BMie9ni PmiTminbBx2n#vi2 4 j bBx2Q7UBMie9niVc
ff *HH#+F 7mM+iBQM +HH2/ 2p2`viBK2  K2bb;2 Bb Tm#HBb?2/ iQ i?2
bm#b`B#2/ iQTB+
pQB/ *HH"+FU+QMbi im`iH2#QijnKb;b,,a2MbQ`aii2,,*QMbiSi` /iV&
BMie9ni mb2+b 4 UBMie9niVU`Qb,,hBK2,,MQrUVXiQa2+UV RyyyyyyVc
BMie9ni QmiTmin/i() 4 &mb2+b- /i@=H27in2M+Q/2`-/i@=`B;?in2M+Q/2`'c
ff o`B#H2b BM i?2 7BH2, iBK2- H27i 2M+Q/2` /i- `B;?i 2M+Q/2` /i
PmiTmiXr`Bi2UU+?`  VQmiTmin/i- PmiTminbBx2n#vi2Vc ff q`BiBM; i?2 /i
Q#iBM2/ iQ  #BM`v 7BH2
'
BMi KBMUBMi `;+- +?`  `;pV
&
PmiTmiXQT2MU]JQ#_Q#n.inN,89SJnJ`kNnkyR3X#BM]- BQb,,Qmi % BQb,,#BM`vVc
ff PT2MBM; i?2 #BM`v 7BH2
`Qb,,BMBiU`;+- `;p- ]KQ#`Q#n/ini`+F2`]Vc ff BMBiBHBxBM; MQ/2
`Qb,,LQ/2>M/H2 Mc
`Qb,,am#b+`B#2` bm# 4 MXbm#b+`B#2U]b2MbQ`nbii2]- Ryyy- *HH"+FVc ff
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bm#b+`B#BM; iQ ]b2MbQ`nbii2] iQTB+
`Qb,,bTBMUVc
PmiTmiX+HQb2UVc ff *HQbBM; i?2 #BM`v 7BH2 7i2` r`BiBM; i?2 /i
`2im`M yc
'
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Listing 3: Launch file that launches all nodes on the host system
IHmM+?=
I5@@ h?Bb HmM+? 7BH2 Bb iQ HmM+? HH MQ/2b BM QM2 +QKKM/ 7`QK i?2
i2`KBMH
Q7 i?2 ?Qbi bvbi2KX h?Bb 7BH2 HmM+?2b i?2 7QHHQrBM; MQ/2b,
h?2 BK;2 T`Q+2bBM; MQ/2
h?2 KQ#BH2 `Q#Qi i`+F2` MQ/2
h?2 +K2` MQ/2 iQ +Tim`2 BK;2b
Ai T`K2i2`b Q7 i?2 +K2` `2 HbQ +QM7B;m`2/ BM i?Bb 7BH2 T`BQ` iQ
HmM+?
@@=
IK+?BM2 MK24]HQ+HnHi] //`2bb4]HQ+H?Qbi] /27mHi4]i`m2]f=
I5@@ GmM+? LQ/2b @@=
IMQ/2 MK24]BK;2n+QMp2`i2`] TF;4]BK;2n+Qp2`i2`] ivT24]
BK;2n+Qp2`i2`nMQ/2]f=
IMQ/2 MK24]KQ#`Q#n/ini`+F2`] TF;4]KQ#`Q#n/ini`+F2`] ivT24]
KQ#`Q#n/ini`+F2`nMQ/2]f=
IMQ/2 MK24]TQBMi;`2vn+K2`nMQ/2] TF;4]TQBMi;`2vn+K2`n/`Bp2`] ivT24]
+K2`nMQ/2]f=
I5@@ *QM7B;m`BM; +K2` T`K2i2`b @@=
I5@@ a2iiBM; i?2 bBx2 Q7 i?2 BK;2 @@=
IT`K MK24]fTQBMi;`2vn+K2`nMQ/2f7Q`Kidn`QBn?2B;?i] pHm24 ]jde]f=
IT`K MK24]fTQBMi;`2vn+K2`nMQ/2f7Q`Kidn`QBnrB/i?] pHm24 ]e9y]f=
IT`K MK24]fTQBMi;`2vn+K2`nMQ/2f7Q`KidntnQ77b2i] pHm24 ]djk]f=
IT`K MK24]fTQBMi;`2vn+K2`nMQ/2f7Q`KidnvnQ77b2i] pHm24 ]8Ne]f=
I5@@ /DmbiBM; i?2 2tTQbm`2 b2iiBM;b @@=
IT`K MK24]fTQBMi;`2vn+K2`nMQ/2fmiQn2tTQbm`2] pHm24 ]7Hb2]f=
IT`K MK24]fTQBMi;`2vn+K2`nMQ/2f2tTQbm`2] pHm24 ]@dX838]f=
IT`K MK24]fTQBMi;`2vn+K2`nMQ/2fmiQnb?`TM2bb] pHm24 ]7Hb2]f=
IT`K MK24]fTQBMi;`2vn+K2`nMQ/2fb?`TM2bb] pHm24 ]R8k8]f=
IT`K MK24]fTQBMi;`2vn+K2`nMQ/2fmiQnb?mii2`] pHm24 ]7Hb2]f=
IT`K MK24]fTQBMi;`2vn+K2`nMQ/2fb?mii2`] pHm24 ]R]f=
IT`K MK24]fTQBMi;`2vn+K2`nMQ/2fmiQn;BM] pHm24 ]7Hb2]f=
IT`K MK24]fTQBMi;`2vn+K2`nMQ/2f;BM] pHm24 ]ky]f=
IT`K MK24]fTQBMi;`2vn+K2`nMQ/2f7`K2n`i2] pHm24 ]ee]f=
I5@@ a2iiBM; i?2 QmiTmi iQ 2M#H2 G1. TmHbBM; @@=
IT`K MK24]fTQBMi;`2vn+K2`nMQ/2f2M#H2nbi`Q#2k] pHm24 ]i`m2]f=
IT`K MK24]fTQBMi;`2vn+K2`nMQ/2fbi`Q#2knTQH`Biv] pHm24 ]R]f=
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IT`K MK24]fTQBMi;`2vn+K2`nMQ/2fbi`Q#2kn/m`iBQM] pHm24 ]yX8]f=
IfHmM+?=
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Listing 4: Program to move the mobile robot
ff LPh1, PLGu _1G1oLh S_ha P6 h>1 *P.1 _1 GAah1. >1_1
ff h?Bb +Q/2 rb r`Bii2M mbBM; `/mBMQ A.1
OBM+Hm/2 ]im`iH2#Qijn+Q`2n+QM7B;X?]
f                                                          
 _Pa LQ/2>M/H2
                                                            f
`Qb,,LQ/2>M/H2 M?c
f                                                           
 am#b+`B#2`
                                                            f
`Qb,,am#b+`B#2`I;2QK2i`vnKb;b,,hrBbi= +K/np2Hnbm#U]+K/np2H]-
+QKKM/o2HQ+Biv*HH#+FVc
f                                                          
 Sm#HBb?2`
                                                            f
im`iH2#QijnKb;b,,a2MbQ`aii2 b2MbQ`nbii2nKb;c
`Qb,,Sm#HBb?2` b2MbQ`nbii2nTm#U]b2MbQ`nbii2]- b2MbQ`nbii2nKb;Vc
/Qm#H2 ;QHnHBM2`np2HQ+Biv 4 yXyc
/Qm#H2 ;QHnM;mH`np2HQ+Biv 4 yXyc
f                                                           
 a2imT 7mM+iBQM
                                                            f
pQB/ b2imTUV
&
ff AMBiBHBx2 _Pa MQ/2 ?M/H2- /p2`iBb2 M/ bm#b+`B#2 i?2 iQTB+b
M?XBMBiLQ/2UVc
M?X;2i>`/r`2UV@=b2i"m/U8deyyVc
M?Xbm#b+`B#2U+K/np2Hnbm#Vc
M?X/p2`iBb2Ub2MbQ`nbii2nTm#Vc
TBMJQ/2URj- PlhSlhVc
a2`BH"hkX#2;BMU8deyyVc
T`2pnmT/i2niBK2 4 KBHHBbUVc
b2imTn2M/ 4 i`m2c
'
f                                                             
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 aQ7ir`2hBK2` Q7 hm`iH2#Qij
                                                              f
biiB+ mBMijkni ihBK2(9)c
f                                                            
 GQQT 7mM+iBQM
                                                             f
pQB/ HQQTUV
&
`2+2Bp2_2KQi2*QMi`QH.iUVc
B7 UUKBHHBbUV@ihBK2(y)V =4 URyyy f *PLh_PGnJPhP_naS11.nS1_AP.VV
&
ff +QMi`QHJQiQ`aT22/UVc
PhJQiQ`*QMi`QHUVc
ihBK2(y) 4 KBHHBbUVc
'
M?XbTBMUVc
'
f                                                            
*HH#+F 7mM+iBQM 7Q` +K/np2H Kb;
                                                            f
pQB/ +QKKM/o2HQ+Biv*HH#+FU+QMbi ;2QK2i`vnKb;b,,hrBbi +K/np2HnKb;V
&
;QHnHBM2`np2HQ+Biv 4 +K/np2HnKb;XHBM2`Xtc
;QHnM;mH`np2HQ+Biv 4 +K/np2HnKb;XM;mH`Xxc
'
f                                                          
 Sm#HBb? Kb;b Ub2MbQ`nbii2, 2M+Q/2`bV
                                                             f
pQB/ Tm#HBb?a2MbQ`aii2Jb;UpQB/V
&
#QQH /tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 7Hb2c
BMijkni +m``2MiniB+Fc
b2MbQ`nbii2nKb;XbiKT 4 M?XMQrUVc
b2MbQ`nbii2nKb;X#ii2`v 4 +?2+FoQHi;2UVc
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/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 KQiQ`n/`Bp2`X`2/1M+Q/2`Ub2MbQ`nbii2nKb;XH27in2M+Q/2`-
b2MbQ`nbii2nKb;X`B;?in2M+Q/2`Vc
B7 U/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 44 i`m2V
&
b2MbQ`nbii2nTm#XTm#HBb?Ub2MbQ`nbii2nKb;Vc
'
2Hb2
&
`2im`Mc
'
'
f                                                              
 *QMi`QH KQ#BH2 `Q#Qi p2HQ+Biv
                                                               f
pQB/ PhJQiQ`*QMi`QHUpQB/V
&
#QQH /tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 7Hb2c
/Qm#H2 QK2;nR 4 yXyc
/Qm#H2 QK2;nk 4 yXyc
/Qm#H2 QK2;nj 4 yXyc
/Qm#H2 r?22HnbT22/n+K/(k)c
/Qm#H2 HBMnp2HRc
/Qm#H2 HBMnp2Hkc
r?22HnbT22/n+K/(G16h) 4 ;QHnHBM2`np2HQ+Biv @ U;QHnM;mH`np2HQ+Biv  
q>11Gna1S_hAPL f kVc
r?22HnbT22/n+K/(_A:>h) 4 ;QHnHBM2`np2HQ+Biv Y U;QHnM;mH`np2HQ+Biv  
q>11Gna1S_hAPL f kVc
HBMnp2HR 4 r?22HnbT22/n+K/(G16h)  o1GP*Ahun*PLahLhnoGl1c
B7 UHBMnp2HR = GAJAhnsnJsno1GP*AhuV
&
HBMnp2HR 4 GAJAhnsnJsno1GP*Ahuc
'
2Hb2 B7 UHBMnp2HR I @GAJAhnsnJsno1GP*AhuV
&
HBMnp2HR 4 @GAJAhnsnJsno1GP*Ahuc
'
HBMnp2Hk 4 r?22HnbT22/n+K/(_A:>h)  o1GP*Ahun*PLahLhnoGl1c
B7 UHBMnp2Hk = GAJAhnsnJsno1GP*AhuV
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&
HBMnp2Hk 4 GAJAhnsnJsno1GP*Ahuc
'
2Hb2 B7 UHBMnp2Hk I @GAJAhnsnJsno1GP*AhuV
&
HBMnp2Hk 4 @GAJAhnsnJsno1GP*Ahuc
'
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 KQiQ`n/`Bp2`XbT22/*QMi`QHnPhUUBMie9niVQK2;nR- UBMie9niV
QK2;nk- UBMie9niVQK2;nj- UBMie9niVHBMnp2HR- UBMie9niVHBMnp2HkVc
B7 U/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 44 7Hb2V
`2im`Mc
'
ff 1t+2`Ti 7`QK im`iH2#QijnKQiQ`n/`Bp2`X+TT
OBM+Hm/2 ]im`iH2#QijnKQiQ`n/`Bp2`X?]
hm`iH2#QijJQiQ`.`Bp2`,,hm`iH2#QijJQiQ`.`Bp2`UV
, #m/`i2nU"l._h1V-
T`QiQ+QHnp2`bBQMnUS_PhP*PGno1_aAPLV-
H27inr?22HnB/nU.sGnG16hnA.V-
`B;?inr?22HnB/nU.sGn_A:>hnA.V-
&
'
hm`iH2#QijJQiQ`.`Bp2`,,hm`iH2#QijJQiQ`.`Bp2`UV
&
+HQb2.vMKBt2HUVc
'
#QQH hm`iH2#QijJQiQ`.`Bp2`,,BMBiUpQB/V
&
TQ`i>M/H2`n 4 /vMKBt2H,,SQ`i>M/H2`,,;2iSQ`i>M/H2`U.1oA*1LJ1Vc
T+F2i>M/H2`n 4 /vMKBt2H,,S+F2i>M/H2`,,;2iS+F2i>M/H2`U
S_PhP*PGno1_aAPLVc
ff PT2M TQ`i
B7 UTQ`i>M/H2`n@=QT2MSQ`iUVV
&
OB7/27 .1"l:
bT`BMi7UHQ;nKb;- ]SQ`iɚBbɚPT2M2/]Vc
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M?XHQ;BM7QUHQ;nKb;Vc
O2M/B7
'
2Hb2
&
`2im`M 7Hb2c
'
ff a2i TQ`i #m/`i2
B7 UTQ`i>M/H2`n@=b2i"m/_i2U#m/`i2nVV
&
OB7/27 .1"l:
bT`BMi7UHQ;nKb;- ]"m/`i2ɚBbɚb2i]Vc
M?XHQ;BM7QUHQ;nKb;Vc
O2M/B7
'
2Hb2
&
`2im`M 7Hb2c
'
ff 1M#H2 .vMKBt2H hQ`[m2
b2ihQ`[m2UH27inr?22HnB/n- i`m2Vc
b2ihQ`[m2U`B;?inr?22HnB/n- i`m2Vc
`2im`M i`m2c
'
#QQH hm`iH2#QijJQiQ`.`Bp2`,,b2ihQ`[m2UmBMi3ni B/- #QQH QMQ77V
&
mBMi3ni /tHn2``Q` 4 yc
BMi /tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 *PJJnhsn6AGc
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 T+F2i>M/H2`n@=r`Bi2R"vi2ht_tUTQ`i>M/H2`n- B/- RR- R-
/tHn2``Q`Vc
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 T+F2i>M/H2`n@=r`Bi2R"vi2ht_tUTQ`i>M/H2`n- B/-
.._nsnhP_Zl1n1L"G1- QMQ77- /tHn2``Q`Vc
B7U/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 54 *PJJnal**1aaV
&
T+F2i>M/H2`n@=T`BMiht_t_2bmHiU/tHn+QKKn`2bmHiVc
'
2Hb2 B7U/tHn2``Q` 54 yV
&
T+F2i>M/H2`n@=T`BMi_tS+F2i1``Q`U/tHn2``Q`Vc
'
'
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pQB/ hm`iH2#QijJQiQ`.`Bp2`,,+HQb2.vMKBt2HUpQB/V
&
ff .Bb#H2 .vMKBt2H hQ`[m2
b2ihQ`[m2UH27inr?22HnB/n- 7Hb2Vc
b2ihQ`[m2U`B;?inr?22HnB/n- 7Hb2Vc
ff *HQb2 TQ`i
TQ`i>M/H2`n@=+HQb2SQ`iUVc
'
#QQH hm`iH2#QijJQiQ`.`Bp2`,,`2/1M+Q/2`UBMijkni H27inpHm2- BMijkni 
`B;?inpHm2V
&
BMi /tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 *PJJnhsn6AGc ff *QKKmMB+iBQM `2bmHi
#QQH /tHn//T`Kn`2bmHi 4 7Hb2c ff //S`K `2bmHi
#QQH /tHn;2i/in`2bmHi 4 7Hb2c ff :2iS`K `2bmHi
ff a2i T`K2i2`
/tHn//T`Kn`2bmHi 4 ;`QmTavM+_2/1M+Q/2`n@=//S`KUH27inr?22HnB/nVc
B7 U/tHn//T`Kn`2bmHi 54 i`m2V
`2im`M 7Hb2c
/tHn//T`Kn`2bmHi 4 ;`QmTavM+_2/1M+Q/2`n@=//S`KU`B;?inr?22HnB/nVc
B7 U/tHn//T`Kn`2bmHi 54 i`m2V
`2im`M 7Hb2c
ff avM+`2/ T`2b2Mi TQbBiBQM
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 4 ;`QmTavM+_2/1M+Q/2`n@=it_tS+F2iUVc
B7 U/tHn+QKKn`2bmHi 54 *PJJnal**1aaV
T+F2i>M/H2`n@=T`BMiht_t_2bmHiU/tHn+QKKn`2bmHiVc
ff *?2+F B7 ;`QmTavM+_2/ /i Q7 .vMKBt2Hb `2 pBH#H2
/tHn;2i/in`2bmHi 4 ;`QmTavM+_2/1M+Q/2`n@=BbpBH#H2UH27inr?22HnB/n-
.._nsnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPL- G1LnsnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPLVc
B7 U/tHn;2i/in`2bmHi 54 i`m2V
`2im`M 7Hb2c
/tHn;2i/in`2bmHi 4 ;`QmTavM+_2/1M+Q/2`n@=BbpBH#H2U`B;?inr?22HnB/n-
.._nsnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPL- G1LnsnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPLVc
B7 U/tHn;2i/in`2bmHi 54 i`m2V
`2im`M 7Hb2c
ff :2i /i
H27inpHm2 4 ;`QmTavM+_2/1M+Q/2`n@=;2i.iUH27inr?22HnB/n-
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.._nsnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPL- G1LnsnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPLVc
`B;?inpHm2 4 ;`QmTavM+_2/1M+Q/2`n@=;2i.iU`B;?inr?22HnB/n-
.._nsnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPL- G1LnsnS_1a1LhnSPaAhAPLVc
;`QmTavM+_2/1M+Q/2`n@=+H2`S`KUVc
`2im`M i`m2c
'
#QQH hm`iH2#QijJQiQ`.`Bp2`,,bT22/*QMi`QHnPhUBMie9ni QK2;nR- BMie9ni
QK2;nk- BMie9ni QK2;nj-
BMie9ni H27inr?22HnpHm2- BMie9ni `B;?inr?22HnpHm2V
&
#QQH /tHn//T`Kn`2bmHinc
mBMi3ni /tHn+QKKn`2bmHinc
/tHn//T`Kn`2bmHin 4 ;`QmTavM+q`Bi2o2HQ+Bivn@=//S`KUH27inr?22HnB/n- U
mBMi3ni VH27inr?22HnpHm2Vc
B7 U/tHn//T`Kn`2bmHin 54 i`m2V
`2im`M 7Hb2c
/tHn//T`Kn`2bmHin 4 ;`QmTavM+q`Bi2o2HQ+Bivn@=//S`KU`B;?inr?22HnB/n-
UmBMi3ni V`B;?inr?22HnpHm2Vc
B7 U/tHn//T`Kn`2bmHin 54 i`m2V
`2im`M 7Hb2c
/tHn+QKKn`2bmHin 4 ;`QmTavM+q`Bi2o2HQ+Bivn@=itS+F2iUVc
B7 U/tHn+QKKn`2bmHin 54 *PJJnal**1aaV
&
T+F2i>M/H2`n@=T`BMiht_t_2bmHiU/tHn+QKKn`2bmHinVc
`2im`M 7Hb2c
'
;`QmTavM+q`Bi2o2HQ+Bivn@=+H2`S`KUVc
`2im`M i`m2c
'
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